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14.Pollo frito

17. La dimensión desconocida (by Maga)

13.¡Retirada!

20. Sucedáneos (by Manos de topo)

THE NEW RAEMON
EPÉS REUNIDOS
Tracklist:

Ramon Rodriguez has had one of the most prolific times of his career as a musi-

1.Sucedáneos

cian in the last two years; in 2008 he started his new project The New Raemon

2.Mano izquierda

after years in front of Madee, with the debut album "A propósito de Garfunkel"

3.Vale por todo lo bueno

(BCore/Cydonia, 08) had an unexpected success that pushed Ramon to work hard

4.Tiembla Dublín
5.Sombrío
6.¡No fastidies!
7.La mesa redonda

as never before. In a short time he had already released his second record, this
time a 10" EP "La invasión de los ultracuerpos" (BCore/Cydonia, 09), with some
new tracks and outtakes. And before we had realized, he had recorded a new

8.Cuaresma

album that later on 2009 would be considered one of the best of the year: "La

9.Némesis II

Dimensión Desconocida" (BCore/Cydonia, 09). And it was followed by another EP,

10.Te debo un baile

this time in the shape of a 12" called "Cuaresma" (BCore/Cydonia, 10), that would

11.M’agradaria ser un lemur

be focused on covers by other artists, a discipline that Ramon would adopt since

12.Que tinguem sort

that moment.

13.¡Retirada!
14.Pollo frito

As these complementary releases were pressed on vinyl exclusively, this CD has

15.En ningún lugar (with Charades)

the mission to gather all these songs and put them together as a culmination of

16.Silencio

these intense two years of music. And, of course, features even more new tunes,

17.La dimensión desconocida (by Maga)
18.A propósito del asno (remixed by Pau Vallvé)
19. Aquest cony de temps (with Lluís Gavaldà)

some interesting covers, remixes and collaborations that will be only featured on
this CD.

20. Sucedáneos (by Manos de topo)

Selling Points
- Compilation of the two EPs released on vinyl, "La
invasión de los ultracuerpos" (BCore/Cydonia, 09) and
"Cuaresma" (BCore/Cydonia, 10).
- Includes an extra EP with more covers, remixes and
collaborations.
- Produced by Ramon Rodíguez, Ricky Falkner and Santi
García in different studios between 2008 and 2010.
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